00:00 - 00:07 CAF President Dr Ahmed Ahmed second from right after CAF official speaks
(in English) to journalists. In the shot from right CAF Official, CAF President Dr Ahmed
Ahmed, CAF First vice chair/GFA President Kwasi Nyantakyi, Language interpreter and GFA
Communications director Ibrahim Saani Daara on the podium
00:08 - shot of journalists seated and camera men standing behind their cameras
00:23 pan shot of journalists seated and camera men standing towards stage where CAF
Prez, first vice chair and others are seated
00:32 shot of journalists seated and camera men standing behind their cameras as one
journalist asks a question
00:39 CAF president replies question (in French). In the shot Former Ghanaian player Tony
Baffour (in dark suit with arms folded) and other officials from CAF and FIFA.
00:46 CAF president answering questions (in french). Close up side shot of CAF Official,
CAF President Dr Ahmad Ahmad, CAF First vice chair/GFA President Kwasi Nyantakyi,
Language interpreter and GFA Communications director Ibrahim Saani Daara
00:51 CAF president answering questions (in French). In the shot, close up of Former
Ghanaian player Tony Baffour (in navy blue suit).
00:59 wide shot (from the side) of everyone; journalists and CAF/FIFA officials at the press
conference in a conference room as CAF president speaks in french
01:06 close up shot of CAF President Dr Ahmad addressing journalists in French
01:021 close up shot of CAF President Dr Ahmad addressing journalists in English
00:51 Ivorian footballer Didier Drogba and Camerounian Samuel Eto’o arrive at Movenpick
Ambassador hotel in Accra. Players exchange pleasantries
02:12 wide shot of venue for awards Accra International Conference center from across
the road, cars driving past
02:20 pan shot from top down- hoisted banner of event Sponsor aiteo
02:32 shot of red carpet area with sponsor logo aiteo in backdrop
02:36 pan shot of red carpet area
02:43 blown up images of football legends on backdrops- Togolese player Emmanuel
Adebayor, Nigerian Rashidi Yekini etc
02:46 blown up images of football legends on backdrops- Togolese player Emmanuel
Adebayor, Nigerian Rashidi Yekini etc (pan shot)

02:48 entrance shot of akwaaba banner (translates in English welcome) with CAF and aiteo
logos

02:51 entrance shot- road towards entrance of the conference center, event banners on
both sides of road in front of the center
02:57 shot of entrance of conference center branded with event logos. Cars and motor
parks, people gathered on entrance stairs
03:04 close up of conference center entrance as people climb stairs
03:12 close up of banner of aiteo CAF awards 2017
03:17 Egyptian and Liverpool player Mohammed Salah arrives at conference center,
ascends stairs,
03:25 Egyptian and Liverpool player Mohammed Salah seated from press conference with
Senegalese and Liverpool mate Sadio Mane, exchanging pleasantries, smiling, hugging each
other
03:30 wide shot of journalists seated listening to the 2 nominated (Salah and Mane)
footballers as press conference starts, taking photos, videos
03:34 close up shot of journalists seated listening to the 2 nominated (Salah and Mane)
footballers as press conference starts, taking photos, videos
03:41 close up side shot of Mane and Salah (and other CAF officials)
03:46 pan shot of red carpet area
03:55 musical interlude and performance by dancers in African print
04:07 CAF vice chair Kwesi Nyantakyi presents CAF legends award to Alhaji Ibrahim Sande,
a former winner in 1971
04:16 presents CAF legends award winner to Alhaji Ibrahim Sande gives brief remarks
04:25 medium shot of stage with pieces of shimmering items falling, lights
04:31 FIFA secretary general Fatma Samba Diouf Samoura presents football leader of the
year award to the president of the Mauritania Federation of Football Ahmed Yahya
04:40 football leader of the year award winner Mauritania Federation of Football Ahmed
Yahya gives brief remarks
04:47 Club of the year award goes to Wydad Athletic club. Award presented by former
Algerian champion Lakhdar Belloumi to a representative, brief remarks in addition on
receipt of award
05:08 Hosts of the awards ceremony south African journalist Carol Tsabalala and Ivorian
legend Didier Drogba in a quick chat on stage just before coach of the year award
05:08 retire Nigerian footballer Emmanuel Amunike presents coach of the year award
Egyptian coach Hector Cuper,
05:16 Coach of the year award winner Egyptian coach Hector Cuper gives brief remarks
05:22 Cameroonian legend Samuel Eto’o presents youth player of the year award to
Zambian Patson Daka

5:30 CAF youth player of the year award winner Zambian Patson Daka gives brief remarks
5:39 Second hosts Hollywood actors Boris Kodjoe and Nicole Ari Parker walk up stage and
introduce musical performance
5:51 Executive Vice Chairman of aiteo Benedict Peters presents national tam of the year
award to Egypt, recipient gives brief remarks
6:08 Presentation of women’s player of the year award to Nigerian Asisat Oshoala
6:17 emotional remarks (tears of joy) by Asisat Oshoala on receipt of the award
6:30 Platinum award given to the president of the Republic of Ghana Nana Akufo-Addo,
presented by CAF president Ahmed.
6:51 Platinum award given to newly elected Liberian president George Weah, received on
his behalf by his wife Clar Weah. Presented by CAF president Ahmed
7:04 Performance by Nigerian Musician Tiwa Savage
7:08 Performance by Nigerian musician Wiz kid
7:13 Finalists for the African player of the year award Mohammed Salah, Pierre-Emerick
Aubameyang and Sadio Mane take the stage. Aubameyang gets runner up award and Salah
is the winner, players hug and congratulate each other
7:55 all award winners on stage with CAF president, aiteo executive vice chairman and
CEO

08:12 Arrival of guests at the venue for the ceremony,
8:20 Mohammed Salah, Sadio Mane arrive at ceremony venue, fans singing in the
background, ushered
8:41 Samuel Eto’o arrives and is ushered into conference center, followed by journalistsElHadji Diouf (Senegal)
09: 12 mins Senegalese football legend El-Hadji – speaks about being a legend, gives his
take in finalists for player of the year.
10:35 CAF First Vice Chair and President of Ghana Football Association (GFA) Kwasi
Nyantakyi talks about planning of the event and collaboration with and immense support
from AITEO
12:39 Zambian football legend Kalusha Bwalya talks about appreciating awards more in
retirement, the excitement about the awards for players and commends AITEO for
sponsorship
14:44 Geremi Njitab Cameroonian football legend thanks sponsors
15:40 CAF president Dr Ahmed commends AITEO for coming in as sponsor in the last
minute in his opening remarks and welcomes sponsors on stage for acknowledgement

16:50 Exexcutive vice chairman and CEO of AITEO – Talks about AITEO’s interest in
supporting sports and takes pride in sponsoring the CAF awards. Congratulates all
nominees.
17:50 Mohammed Salah-Egyptian and Liverpool player- winner of African Football player of
the year 2017
18:09 Sadio Mane-Senegal and Liverpool player- congratulates and commends his colleague
and winner Salah
18:23 Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang – Gabonese and Boroussia Dortmund - congratulates
and commends his colleague and winner Salah
19:01 Asisat Oshoala- Nigerian and Dalian Quanjian player –women’s player of the year
2017 inner- speaks about speaking for women and happy to have won.
19:25 Photo session for pressmen with four winning players- Mohammed Salah, Sadio Mane,
Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang, Asisat Oshoala

